Advertise in the publication that superintendents look to for wisdom, practical advice and insight.

YOU can gain facetime with our 20,000 superintendents and district-level leaders when you advertise monthly. (42K with pass along readership)

* 89% of School Administrator readers are involved in district purchases
* 92% of school district decisions/purchased take place in district offices, led by superintendents

Email Kathy Sveen. Ask about our opportunities. I can help! Magazine, website, video, and banner ads, e-blast, e-newsletter, sponsored content & cover pages and much more!

Ad Reservation Deadline: Feb. 5 (Or email Kathy for last minute opportunities)

Highlights include:

  Thought Leadership Series interview: Business management expert, Gary Hamel, author of Humanocracy, offers helpful advice to leaders on how to create an organization that is highly innovative and free of bureaucracy.

  * Learning From Our Wicked Challenges/A superintendent who solved many complex problems looks at how to tackle wicked problems that are difficult or impossible to solve.

  Building Resilience in an Organization: Withstanding Uncertainty, Sustaining Focus, Reaching Results/An Oregon superintendent used “Leader Huddles” and “Rounding for Outcomes” to build organizational agility and resilience during a pandemic and a wildfire.

  Decision Making That Sustains People and Deepen Relationships/A superintendent in South Dakota discloses her simple question when making decisions: Is it good enough for my own children?

Contact Kathy Sveen TODAY at ksveen@smithbucklin.com. She can create a program to stretch your budget and meet your specific needs. School Administrator magazine is published by AASA, The School Superintendents Association.